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One of the most influential paradigms in research on intergroup

relations is the Minimal Group Paradigm. Initially motivated by

an interest in understanding the basic determinants of social

discrimination, this paradigm investigates the impact of social

categorization on intergroup relations in the absence of realistic

conflicts of interests, and for social categories that are arbitrary

and novel. Based on a short overview of the main features of the

paradigm and its impact on social–psychological theories,

some recent modifications — mostly stemming from the past

five years — are introduced. Moreover, attesting its versatility

and great value, current research will be presented revealing

that the Minimal Group Paradigm does not only target ingroup

favoritism and social discrimination, but is successfully used in

a wide array of research fields.
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Although its name may suggest differently, the impact of

the Minimal Group Paradigm (MGP) has been maximal.

Designed more than 40 years ago by Henri Tajfel and

collaborators [1,2], it is still frequently used in research on

intergroup processes, and has directly inspired two highly

influential theories: Social Identity Theory [3] and Self-

Categorization Theory [4].

When Tajfel and collaborators developed the Minimal

Group Paradigm (MGP), they intended to investigate

whether, even in the absence of a realistic conflict on

limited resources, people would tend to favor their own

group over other groups [1]. They planned to start with a

most minimal setup and to successively add elements to

the design until intergroup discrimination would emerge.

To this end, they introduced a novel social categorization

(e.g., based on artistic preferences [1]). Allegedly based

on this categorization, participants were then assigned to a

group (the ingroup, e.g., people preferring paintings by

Klee), which was differentiated from another group (the

outgroup, e.g., people preferring art by Kandinsky). To

realize a ‘mere categorization’ context, the MGP com-

prises the following features [1,5�,6]:

a) Categorization is novel and arbitrary; no history of

experiences with ingroup and/or outgroup.

b) Categorization is anonymous; no face-to-face interac-

tion between group members.

c) No utilitarian self-interests can be directly served by

intergroup evaluations or allocations.

Originally, the dependent variable in the MGP was

allocation behavior on intergroup allocation matrices.

On these matrices, group members could simultaneously

distribute resources between anonymous members of

ingroup and outgroup. Tajfel and collaborators designed

the matrices in a way that allowed assessment of whether

participants were mostly guided by the tendency to

divide resources equally between groups (parity/fairness),

by seeking for maximum joint profit for the two groups, or

by trying to maximize the own group’s profit. Moreover,

they investigated whether people would sacrifice the

maximum ingroup profit for the sake of more positive

differentiation between ingroup and outgroup (e.g., rath-

er than allocating 12 points to the ingroup and 11 to the

outgroup, giving 11 to the ingroup and 9 to the outgroup).

Findings and impact
Although fairness concerns strongly guided intergroup

allocations, the surprising finding of the first minimal

group studies was that even under such very arbitrary

and minimal conditions reliable evidence for ingroup

favoritism emerged [1,7]. Moreover, in some instances

the tendency to positively differentiate the ingroup from

the outgroup was stronger than the tendency to maximize

the ingroup’s profit. This finding was in contrast to

Realistic Conflict Theory [8] and its claim that intergroup

relations are a direct function of the nature of interde-

pendence between groups.

The observed strong motivation to positively differenti-

ate own groups from other groups, even in the absence of

any (utilitarian) self-interest inspired the development of

Social Identity Theory [3] and Self-Categorization The-

ory [4]. These theories claim that people may differenti-

ate between own and other groups in order to derive

meaning and a positive self-concept from their group

memberships [9,10].
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Criticism
Numerous experiments have replicated the finding that

members of novel and arbitrary groups are prone to show

intergroup bias in the absence of material self-interest

[7,11]. Yet, the paradigm also received substantial criti-

cism, mostly in relation to the used dependent variable

[12]. Specifically, following suggestions that Tajfel’s in-

tergroup allocation matrices were not measuring the

various allocation strategies independently [5,13], new

matrices were developed. Initial findings were replicated

using these new matrices [13,14,15�].

Aside from its measurement, the interpretation of the

MPG-experiments has been criticized. Some have ques-

tioned whether the reduced and artificial conditions tap

basic intergroup processes or whether they merely create

a situation in which social category information receives

unrealistic attention [16]. Moreover, based on reciprocity

expectations, ingroup favoritism in the MGP might still

be driven by realistic, utilitarian interests [17]. In addi-

tion, research on the positive-negative asymmetry in

social discrimination [18,19] revealed that ingroup-bias

within the MGP is mostly restricted to allocations of

positive resources and evaluations regarding positive

traits; when punishment and assigning negative charac-

teristics are at stake, ‘mere categorization’ has no longer a

reliable impact. Relatedly, a positive association between

individual self and ingroup might be driving intergroup

differentiation in the MGP; ingroup favoritism may

emerge because of projection from the positive self to

the new minimal ingroup rather than a comparison with

the respective outgroup [20–24]. Yet, notwithstanding

such methodological criticism and conceptual differentia-

tions, overall the MGP has remained a reliable and useful

instrument to investigate (inter)group processes in a

highly controlled environment [5,6,11].

Further developments
MGP as a tool to investigate automatic responses when

social identity is salient

Initially, the MGP was designed to better understand

blatant intergroup discrimination and its underlying pro-

cesses. Accordingly, explicit measures of intergroup alloca-

tions (mostly via matrices) and evaluations were used.

Later the paradigm has also been used to provide response

time evidence that right after being assigned to a novel

ingroup, people automatically have more positive associa-

tions with this group than the outgroup. Hence, outside

conscious awareness and without explicit intergroup com-

parisons, ingroup-favoritism can emerge [24–26].

Minimal groups can also be used to demonstrate other

automatic processes in response to social categorization.

In this research, the focus shifts from interest in ingroup

favoritism to processing advantages of ingroup-related

information over outgroup-related information. For ex-

ample, Ratner and Amodio [27] investigated the initial

visual encoding of faces that were allegedly depicting

either an ingroup or outgroup member. As indicated by

response latencies and measures of cortical activity

(ERPs), ingroup faces were processed more quickly than

outgroup faces.

Interestingly, Ng and collaborators found that such in-

group bias in face recognition might be specific to certain

(Western) cultures [28�]. This finding is further supported

in research on cultural variations in evaluative biases in

the MGP: Falk and collaborators [29�] demonstrated that

American participants were more prone than Japanese

participants to favor ingroup over outgroup members.

This cultural variation in ingroup bias was partly, but

not fully explained by Americans’ higher degree of self-

esteem.

In a study on encoding facial affect, Dunham demon-

strated for both racial categories and minimal groups that

people more willingly encoded outgroup rather than

ingroup faces as being angry [30]. This suggests that

when encoding visual information, mere categorization,

and not a learned association between social categories

and affect, is driving biased responses. In implicit evalua-
tions (i.e., associations between ingroup and positive),

however, the effects were much stronger for the racial

categorization than for the minimal one.

Additional evidence for systematic differences in infor-

mation processing after introducing a novel categoriza-

tion, stems from recent work by Greenaway and

collaborators, who investigated the effectiveness of com-

munication in intergroup contexts [31�]. Their partici-

pants built an object using instructions allegedly provided

by either an ingroup member or an outgroup member. In

two studies, the quality of products was better when the

instructions allegedly stemmed from an ingroup member.

Moreover, corroborating the role of — even arbitrary —

categorical distinctions in communication, differences

decreased once a superordinate category, including both

ingroup and outgroup, was introduced.

Relatedly, MacDonald and collaborators [32] investigated

how previous experience with the (un-)reliability of

sources of information interacted with social categoriza-

tion. Pre-school children were categorized as member of a

minimal group after which they saw a video showing two

other group members (both ingroup, or one ingroup and

one outgroup). One of these group members named famil-

iar objects (e.g., shoe) correctly and the other named them

incorrectly. When asked who of the two protagonists from

the video they would trust more as a source for the name of

an unfamiliar object, children typically showed selective

trust in favor of the previously reliable source. However,

when the video had shown an unreliable ingroup member

together with a reliable outgroup member, the latter

was not trusted more. Hence, categorization as outgroup
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